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Corporation History
It was established on June 24, 2015 and now demonstrates the excellence of 
products.

Management Philosophy & Vision
The ideology of Candyspeed promises "healthy and beautiful hair" to customers 
Responsibly. 
Candyspeed is a groundbreaking product that dyes colour in 1~3 minutes, is
odourless and immediately creates soft hair. If the living foundation can create a 
beautiful value in this world, we will not give up. For the fulfilment of our 
Philosophy, we will provide the highest level of product and the opportunity of 
Innovative business. We have a specific plan of operation to fulfil it.
We believe that success is achieved when a modest person nurses big vision in the 
heart and endeavours honestly and earnestly. Candyspeed will take responsibility 
for the customers' healthy and beautiful hair. That is one promise we will keep in the
future. Candyspeed will introduce excellent product brand in domestic and foreign

market and will try its best as the leading hair cosmetic corporation.
We thank you for your constant love and warm encouragement. We look forward to
your undying care and guidance. 
Thank you.
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Business Content: 
Candyspeed has launched 1-minute colourant in various corporations and is 
consisted of agency distribution. 
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Product Introduction: 
Candyspeed 1-minute colourant. Soft and mild! is the product concept.
The colourant is odourless and will not produce dandruff for those who dyed
Their hair because of it. 
We have a patent for hair penetration solution that deeply penetrates and evenly 
spreads into cuticle layer, as to create natural hue in short period.The absence of 
ammonia additives ensures the lack of pungent smell and stinging eye. 
After dying and washing your hair, you can feel soft and silky hair through 
Candyspeed product.
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Company Profile

Name candyspeed Established 2015

Location

Address
Rm. h 104, HighTech div, Korea Polytechnics Univ., 458bun-gil 56, Munaemi-ro, 

Bupyeong-gu, Gyeonggi-do, Incheon

Contact

Tel 02-3663-9938 Fax 0504-473-9938

CEO Yeong Chun, JEON Business No. 315-32-00053

Homepage http://candyspeed.kr/html/ E-mail kulw56@naver.com


